
Yr6 Computing S4 (Programming) – Hopscotch 

  Logical Reasoning / Procedures / Design / Write / Debug  

Creating and Application - introduction (whole group discussion) 

We have so far learnt that to carry out any activity correctly whether in real 

life or using computers we need. 

 

 Inputs / Variables  

 Instructions or Rules  

 Sequences  

 Outputs  

 

In computing a sequence is a set of instructions called an Algorithm which has 

inputs and outputs. 

We have already used Hour of Code and I Pad Number to either create 

a game or to help us budget when purchasing food.  We used inputs, 

outputs, variables and sequences. We needed to enter data including 

quantity, cost, item description, sprite or background information along 

with many other variables.   

Applications (software programs) can be used for recreation (games), 

help with everyday activities, (word processing, calculations) help us to 

model and simulate real life things or control and monitor things in the 

home and in industry.  

Lets now use our skills we have learnt so far to create an application 

using Hopscotch. 

The Challenge: 

Create a fun game using Hopscotch on the 

Ipad. Lets base it on a very early game called 

‘Frogger’. A character must get safely across 

a busy road without being run over! 

Group discussion: 

Design, Algorithms, Procedures, inputs, outputs, variables, repeats, sequences 
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Task 1 – Move a sprite from the bottom of the screen to a home                   

object, detect that this has happend and display  messages. 

 When the screen is tapped a sprite must move from 

the bottom to the top of the screen. 

 A message telling you what to do needs to be 

displayed for a short time. 

 The sprite and home target should be in proportion 

to the screen size. 

 The sprite needs to travel up the screen to a home 

object. (X,Y co-ordinates)  

 If the sprite gets to the home object then a well 

done message should be displayed. 

First we need to create a new project. 
 Launch Hopscotch, select ‘Create’ then ‘Blank 

Project’. 

How do we create a Sprite and reduce its size? 

 Select + top right. You should see sprites to choose from, I picked a Racoon, 

you can pick what you like. 

 Add a new rule for your character  ‘when the play button is 

tapped’ or when project is started 

 Select Looks & Sounds , or Appearance Set Size Shrink 50% 

o Press play and see your result (output). 

 
Get you Sprite Moving (create a procedure for ‘walk’ – a subroutine) 

 We want the sprite to move forward a set distance every time the screen is 

tapped and change its pose so it looks like it is walking. 

 Tap on your sprite and + Add a new rule. 

 When the play button is tapped 

 We have to set up our own Walk abilty (procedure). 

o Create a new ability (My Abilities +)  and call it 

‘init_walk’, tap on the pencil icon by walk. 

o Select movement 

 Change Y by 10  

o Select Looks and Sounds or apearance 

 Change Pose 

o Select Control Flow 

 Then Repeat Times 5 

 Tap the X top left or Play to see the results, your sprite should move from the 

middle when you tap the screen. 



Task 1 – continued 
 

Now set the start postion for your sprite (X,Y position) 
 Drag your Sprite to the bottom centre of the screen.  

o Tap and hold your sprite to drag it around the screen. You will see the X 

and Y co-ordinates changing. Change to (X 500, Y 70) 

 

Create a Home Object (Where you have to get to) 
 Select the edit screen ‘edit’ button top right. 

 Tap the ‘+’ button top right. 

 Select the tree or another character you want your 

sprite to travel to (Home Object). 

o Add a new rule for your home target  ‘when the 

play button is tapped’ or when the project is started 

o Select Looks & Sounds or Appearance, Set Size Shrink by 80% 

o Press play and see your result (output). 

 Drag your home object to the top centre of the screen.  
 Press play to see result. You may need to reposition it. 

 If all is correct your sprite  should travel to your home object but it does not 

do anything yet. 

 

Get your sprite to wiggle if it bumps your home object 

 Tap on your sprite and add a new rule. 

o Select ‘When’ then Bumps and drag next to ‘when’ in the editor. 

o Now select your sprite and your home object this will add them to 

the When Statement.  

 Select Control Flow and then Repeat Forever (see picture) 

o Select Movement then Set Position and set x to 

600 and y to 650 

 Select My Abilities and then select Wiggle. If not available 

then add new ability and call it Wiggle.  

o Select Control Repeat 10  

o Select Movement then Set Speed to 50 

o Select Movement [Turn 10 degrees  Turn -10 degrees] 

 

 If all is ok when you tap play and then you start tapping 

the screen your sprite should walk to your home object 

and then wiggle with joy! 



Task 1 – completion 
Add a ‘Well Done!’ message which is only displayed if your sprite bumps the 

home object 

 Select edit and if necessary tap  X top left. 

 Tap the ‘+’ button top right. 

o Tap ‘Text’ and type in ‘Well Done !’ or your own congratulations message. 

o Add a rule for your text. 

 When the play button is tapped or when project is started 

 Select ‘Looks and sound’  

 Select Invisibility and set  to 100%  (why do you think this is ?) 

 Tap the ‘Well Done !’ text and  add a new rule.  

o Select ‘When’ , then Bumps. 

o Now select your sprite and your home 

object to add to the editor.  

o Select ‘Looks and sound’ or Appearance 

o Select Invisibility  and set to 0%  (why 0% now ?) 

 Tap play and see the results, ‘Well Done !’ should not be displayed until your 

sprite bumps into your home object. 

 You can drag the ‘Well Done !’ message to wherever you 

want on the screen but probably looks best positioned in 

the centre of the screen. (What do you think?) 

 

 Add a ‘Start’ message, only displayed when you start the game.  

 Select edit and if necessary tap  X top left. 

 Tap the ‘+’ button top right. 

o Tap ‘Text’ and type in ‘Tap the screen to make Rocky Raccoon to move 

Forward ! ’ or your own message. You could add an emoji. 

o Add a rule for your text. 

o Select ‘When the play button is tapped’ or Project Started 

o Select ‘Control Flow’ 

 Select Wait and type in 3000 Milliseconds (3 secs) 

 Select Appearance then Invisibility and set  to 100%  

Summary 

 Moving a sprite in this case is by touching the display using the ‘Walk’ procedure 

we created.  (A subset of instructions - using X,Y co-ordinates) 

 You could choose to move it other ways  (How would you do this?) 

 Checking for a bump and adding text is a similar process for any game you create. 
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Task 2 – Add the background and cars, check to see if your sprite has 

bumped into a car. 

Set the background: This can be done by choosing either 

text or a sprite adding a rule that moves it around the 

screen whilst leaving a trail colour. Then make make the 

text or sprite invisible. 

 Select the edit screen ‘edit’ button top right. 

 Tap the ‘+’ button top right. 

 Select text and type in background. The word 

‘background’ should now appear on the screen. 

 Tap the word ‘background’ drag bottom left and add a rule. 

 Select, ‘When the play button is tapped’ or Project Started 

 Select Movement and set speed . Set the speed to 9999999 

 Select Drawing and Leave a trail colour, width 6000 (this is 

much larger than the screen size so will cover all of it) 

colour purple is default. 

 Select Movement and Move Forward  1 

 Put this in the loop (it will loop 9999999 times) 

 Select Movement and Set position. Set X to 0 and Y to 350 

 Select Drawing and Leave a trail colour, Width 400, change colour to grey. (This 

sets the width and road colour) 

 Select Movement and Move Forward  1200 (X direction) 

 Put this is the loop 

 Tap play and if all is ok you will have a background similar to the picture above 

but the word background is still on the screen. We need to get rid of this. 

o Tap the word ‘background’ and add a rule. 

 Select, ‘When the play button is tapped’ or Project Started 

o Select ‘Looks and sound’ or Appearance 

o Select Invisibility  and set to 0%  (by now you should understand why) 

 Tap play and if all is ok you will have a display similar to the one above but 

without the cars at this stage. 

 

Let’s recap on what we have done. 

 We have set a purple trail colour which quickly covers the whole screen.  

Setting the width to 6000 is more then eneough to cover the whole screen. 

 We have then set the the X and Y co-ordinates to 0,350 and width to 400 

set the trail colour to black and moved forward 1200 to draw the road.  

You can experiment with colours and road widths. 



Task 2 continued – Add the cars and check to see if your sprite has 

bumped into a car. 

 To add the cars we are going to use emoji’s 

 These are special set of keyboard characters (vehicles form 

part of the characters that can be chosen). 

 We add vehicle characters and then move them left to right. 

 

Add Cars 

 Select the edit screen ‘edit’ button top right. 

 Tap the ‘+’ button top right. 

 Select text and during set text tap the world keypad icon. 

o You should see the emojis, select a sideways facing vehicle. 

o Select done, and tap on the vehicle you have selected. 

o Add a new rule. 

o Select ‘When the play button is tapped’or Project is started 

o Select ‘Movement’ then ‘Flip’ 

 We now have to create a new Ability (procedure) to use for all the vehicles you 

will add to the road. We will call it ‘Move side to side’  

 It needs to make the car bigger and then move the car backwards and forwards 

wherever we position it on the screen. 

o Select My Abilities and then tap + 

o Create a new ability and call it ‘Move side to side’, tap on the pencil icon 

by ‘Move side to side’. 

o Select Looks and sound or Appearance then Grow and set to 100 percent. 

o Select Control Flow then Repeat and set it to 

100000 

o Select Movement and in the repeat loop add  

 Flip, 

 Set Speed to 150 

 Move Forward 1000 

 Move Forward -1000 

 When you now press play you should see your car travel 

back wards and forwards, flipping as it gets to the edge 

of the screen. 

 Add two more cars and add a new rule for each. 

o Select Select ‘Movement’ then ‘Flip’ 

 Then select My Abilities and drag in  ‘Move side to side’ 

 Position the cars on the screen 

 

Next is when the fun starts and you have to check to see if your sprite is bumped by 

a car when you try to move your sprite up the screen to the home character. 



 

Task 2 completion – Check to see if your sprite bumps into a car as it 

travels across the road and end the game if it does. 

 If your sprite bumps into a car then your sprite dies 

and lies dead at the bottom of the road. (Oh dear!) 

 

 

 Select edit and if necessary tap  X top left. 

 Tap on your sprite and add a new rule. 

o Select ‘When’ then Bumps and drag next to ‘when’ in the editor. 

o Now select your sprite and one of your vehicles (see picture below) 

 We now have to create a new Ability (procedure) to use if your sprite bumps 

into any vehicle. We will call it ‘Sprite Bumps Car’  

 It needs to set your sprites position and then make it lie down. 

 Select My Abilities and then tap + 

 Create a new ability and call it ‘init_Sprite Bumps 

Car’, tap on the pencil icon by ‘Sprite Bumps Car’. 

 Select Control Flow and then Repeat Forever 

 Select Movement and add this in the repeat loop 

 Set Position to X 500 and Y 40 

 Set Angle from bottom of device in 

degrees to 90 

 Add the ‘Sprite Bumps Car’ rule to all of the Vehicles. 

 

Tap play and move your sprite so that it bumps into a vehicle. If all is ok your sprite 

should move to the bottom of the sreen and rotate 90 degrees. 

 

Finally lets add the ‘Oh Dear’ message 
 Select edit and if necessary tap  X top left. 

 Tap the ‘+’ button top right. 

o Tap ‘Text’ and type in ‘Oh Dear! Better luck next time ’ or your own 

message. You could add an emoji. 

o Add a rule for your text. 

o Select ‘When the play button is tapped’ 

o Select Appearance then Invisibility and set  to 100%  

 
 

 



 

Task 2 completion – add the ,’Oh Dear’ end message 

 

We want the message only to appear if your sprite 

bumps a car. 

 Add a new rule to your ‘Oh Dear’ end text. 

 You will need to tap on text and select the letter that 

your message starts with ‘O’ in this case. 

o Select ‘When’ then Bumps and drag next to ‘when’ in the editor. 

o Add your sprite and one of the vehicles. 

o Select Looks and Sound then select Set Invisibility and set to 0 percent. 

 Add a new rule to your ‘Oh Dear’ end text for each vehicle. 

If all is ok your if your sprite bumps a vehicle the ‘Oh Dear’ end message should now 

be displayed wherever you have positioned it on the screen 

 

Lets recap on what we have done: 

 We have added rules to check whether a car bumps our sprite and if it is the 

case the sprite lies down dead and a ‘Oh dear!’ message is displayed. 

 How could we make the game more difficult? 

o How could you increase the number of cars? 

o How could you make the cars go faster? 

 What else could you add or change? 
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Task 3 – Adding lives to the game 

 

 We have created a full game already but 

improvements can always be made.  

 Lets add lives to make it more interesting. 

 

Add the lives to your sprite 

We need to add a new rule for our sprite. 

 Select, ‘When the play button is tapped’ or Project Started 

 Select Set Value, Tap on +New Value bottom left and when the text box comes 

up call it Lives 

 Drag Lives into the set value box and then set to 3 

 

What happens if lives is Zero (Lie dead – Oh dear!) 

Add Another rule for our sprite. 

 Select ‘ When’   ___ equals____ 

 This will show a screen like this: 

 Select Values and you should see your sprites values if not use < > until your 

sprite value. 

o Drag lives in to the When box and  0 

o Select Movement then Set Position and set X 500 and Y 40 

o Set Angle from Bottom of Device in Degrees to 90 

 

Remove a life if your sprite bumps a car 

We need to modify the rules for the ability we created called  ‘ Sprite Bumps Car’ 

which decides what happens when your sprite has bumped a car. (This will modify the 

ability sprite bump car so only needs to be done once) 

 Select your sprite and one of the ‘Sprite Bumps Car’ Abilities. 

 Drag the repeat loop to the left to delete it. 

 Drag the set angle to the left to delete it. 

 Select Values then Increase Values, use the arrows to select your sprite and 

drag lives in the increase value box. 

 We want to remove a life so we need to set the value to -1 

 Before     After  

 

               

 



Display the lives on the screen. 

 Select edit and if necessary tap  X top left. 

 Tap the ‘+’ button top right. 

o Tap ‘Text’ and type in ‘Lives:’ 

o Drag this text to the bottom left of the screen 

 Tap the ‘+’ button top right and type in ‘remaining ’ 

 Drag the this text to the bottom left of the screen next to ‘Lives:’ 

 Add a new rule for the message ‘remaining’ (to display your sprite lives) 

o Select, ‘When the play button is tapped’  

o Select Control flow and Repeat Forever 

o Select Looks & Sound  Set Text 

o Select Values then use <> to select your sprite and 

drag lives into the ‘Set Text to’ box select your text 

colour for displaying lives left 

 

Modify the rules for when ‘Oh Dear’  message (link to 0 lives left) 

 Select edit and the text ‘Oh dear better luck next time’ leave the set 

invisibility rule in place but delete (tap the cross by the side)  for the all of the 

sprite bumps a vehicle set invisibility rules. 

Add a new rule for the message 

 Select ‘ When’   ___ equals____ 

 Select Values use <> to select your sprites values. 

o Drag lives in to the When box = 0 

 Select Appearance then Invisibility and set to 0 

 

That’s it, press play and see the results, you should now have lives and if you lose all 

three the game is over. For this session you have met the challenge. 

 

What you have learnt will help with creating your own games in the future.  

You could make this game more difficult by adding more cars or speeding cars up. 

I am sure you could now make changes such as the characters (sprites) being used, 

text and background colours etc. Why not try ? 

 

You could add to the game and add a score for how many times your sprite reaches 

your home target or introduce sound. You could change the way the sprite is moved, 

the possibilies go on and on.  

 

Over to you ! 


